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325 Collective’s brief promotion of
ITS

I think simply that the 325 Collective made a mistake in briefly promoting ITS and
eco-extremist texts, without any comment or critique. The texts are still up on the
anarchist library and one argument they give for hosting them without a critique is
that they think the early communiques are anarchist texts and that ITS members only
decided to break fully with anarchism later.

The 325 Collective however, explained that they think they did make a mistake in
publishing them and made a point of publishing lots of critiques also to make up for
their mistake.

The website was taken down because the location of the servers hosting the 325 site
was raided. And an alleged member of the 325 collective was later arrested, though he
is out of prison now: News on Toby Shone

The Dark Nights Collective continues to promote for example communiques of at-
tacks on bus companies which mention positively the late eco-extremist Kevin Garrido,
without comment or critique: A text dump on Kevin Garrido

Of potential intrigue also is that in the sidebar of the Dark Nights website they pro-
mote the websites ’Anarchist Libraries’ and ’Library.Anarhija’, but not ’The Anarchist
Library’, so a sign perhaps of their disagreement with the latter.
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Primary Source Material
First Communique of the Individualists Tending
Toward the Wild – 2016 (Mexico)

Friday, January 29th, 2016
From Tierra Maldita:
We love tranquility, we let the mouse play; when the forests whisper, we are unafraid”
–J.N.
I
Individualists Tending Toward the Wild (ITS, before “Individualities”), is the con-

tinuation of the eco-terrorist Project begun in the year 2011. After the death of “Wild
Reaction” in 2015, we have decided to continue this project…
II
To refresh the memories of those who may have forgotten:
We continue this declared war against the Technological System, and against those

who aim to improve and sustain it. We attack those who physically and emotionally
insist on destroying and altering the wild and untamed places that are left.

Our acts aim to terrorize, wound, mutilate, and kill these intended targets. We use
threats, explosives, and firearms to accomplish our immediate objectives.

Those who work toward the destruction of Wild Nature deserve punishment, so
that their acts will not continue with impunity. ITS is not a peaceful organization that
petitions governments to “punish those responsible”, collecting signatures, and playing
the absurd legal-juridical game. We aren’t an NGO. We don’t need intermediaries to
clarify things. For those who threaten Nature there are no courts; and even if there
were, we will still take the law into our own hands as our fierce ancestors did. As we are
not interested in being a “vanguard” or being in the front lines of this war, we attack
accepting the final consequences. (more…)

Tags: Ecological Destruction, Individualists Tending Toward the Wild (ITS), Letter,
Mexico, Reacción Salvaje / Wild Reaction (RS)
Posted in Eco Struggle

Indiscriminate Anarchists
Saturday, December 17th, 2016
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From Atassa: Readings in Eco-extremism, via anarchistnews.org, originally pub-
lished in Spanish in Regresión 5 in October 2015.

How I dream sometimes of a world all in harmony: each tendency based in its own
initiative, without clashing with another; without humiliating themselves, in order to
be stronger tomorrow, when we should all run toward the great battle of the revolution!
But all of that is only a dream.”
Letter of Severino Di Giovanni to Hugo Treni, May 15th, 1930.
In our time, the essence of particular things often changes. The real is modified and

transformed into a pantomime that matches the supposed march of progress. Moder-
nity has altered many things, from the environment to human behavior, and even po-
litical ideologies. This age demands from citizens (dissident or not) that they oppose
vehemently inhumane violence of any sort. The moral values defended by civilization
as a whole have brainwashed everyone. This brainwashing drives us toward individual
amnesia and collective ignorance.

Many political ideologies have been distorted in modern times, and little by little
they have evolved from being original and almost defensible to trite and abhorrent.
This applies particularly well to anarchist ideology. With time it has changed and
transformed itself into something that it wasn’t at its origins.

For some time now, many anarchists have rejected the concept and practice of indis-
criminate attack as defended by the eco-extremists. For modern anarchists, to speak
of an act that seeks to strike a target without worrying about “innocent bystanders”
is a sin against “liberated humanity” and a “self-managed” future. This would be an
“irresponsible” act that is incompatible with “revolutionary morality.” It’s true that in
an indiscriminate attack morality doesn’t enter the equation, nor does revolution or
anything of the sort. The only important thing is to strike at the target. (more…)

Tags: Atassa, Eco-Extremism, Severino Di Giovanni
Posted in Library

Of Indiscriminate Attacks and Wild Reactions
(USA)

Tuesday, July 10th, 2018
As we’ll be publishing a collection of the critiques of “eco-extremism” from the nihilist-

anarchist and anarchist-insurrectionalist tendency that were previously published on our
site and elsewhere, we republish this PDF which looks slightly deeper into the Little
Black Cart published journal, Atassa, and the Church of ITS Mexico, as largely our
tendency has not seen fit to waste too many words on anything other than dismissals of
this crap. Although we really disagree with the author’s overarching positions on many
topics “Letter to the Anarchist Galaxy”, “Nihilist Recuperation” etc, that they use to give
frame to their argument and find the tedious referencing and ‘social-insurrectionary’
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style to be repetitive, fanciful, lengthy and overcooked (which is a typical feature of
these kind of texts from that sector of the solar-system), nevertheless we think it’s
an interesting addition to the salt of critique advancing the dialogue against green
authoritarianism and wee dafties. Where arrogance and stupidity meet, nothing good
comes!!
[USA] Of Indiscriminate Attacks and Wild Reactions

An Anti-Civ Anarchist Engages with ITS and Atassa, their Defenders and
Their false Critics

The following is the introduction to a short book critiquing so-called “eco-extremism”
in Mexico, and those in support of it in the United States. To read two essays on the
subject already published on IGD, go here.

Read and Download HERE
Author’s Note to IGD readers: This essay was written a year ago, in haste. It

was prompted by the escalation in 2017 of conflict between insurrectionary anarchists
and proponents of a new school of purportedly anti-civilization ideology known as
“Eco-Extremism”, both in Mexico and the US. This conflict was signaled in part by the
appearance of a US journal called Atassa: readings in Eco-Extremism, which presented
ideas and writings associated with the armed struggle group known as Individualidades
tendiendo a lo Salvaje, abbreviated ITS but most often translated from the Spanish
as Individualists Tending toward the Wild (a group with a history stretching back to
around 2011).

Some of you will remember the publication around the same time of two brief pieces
of news/criticism on It’s Going Down by Scott Campbell (“There’s Nothing Anarchist
About Eco-Fascism,” and “Not Our Comrades: ITS Attacks on Anarchists”) which also
dealt with this conflict. These pieces appeared in the wake of ITS claims of respon-
sibility for various apparently misogynistic or random murders, physical attacks on
anarchists, and a ramping up of reactionary rhetoric on the part of the mysterious and
media-savvy group. Fast forward to recent weeks, and a slew of the online Egoist mi-
lieu has issued its own analyses and condemnations of ITS, Atassa, and Eco-Extremist
ideas in what appears to be an ongoing fallout. (more…)

Tags: Eco-Extremism, Individualists Tending Toward the Wild (ITS), PDF, USA,
Zine

Posted in Library
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Eco-Extremism; an Intro & a
Critique
Individualists Tending toward the Wild
From the book The Politics of Attack.
[ITS] has explicitly rejected association with anarchism, and via a subsequent (i.e.

second generation) moniker, rejected both the label of “leftist” and “insurrectionary”.
In a rare interview the group provided in 2014, it describes its purpose, stating:

[ITS] deemed it necessary to carry out the direct attack against the Tech-
noindustrial System. We think that the struggle against this is not only
a stance of wanting to abandon Civilization, regressing to Nature, or in
refuting the system’s values, without also, attacking it.

ITS has received international attention after repeatedly targeting scientists and
researchers with lethal force. ITS has stood out from other bombers due to its lengthy,
academic-styled communiqués and direct attacks on individuals from outside the typ-
ical target set: heads of state and corporations, officials in law enforcement, jailing,
etc. ITS is unique in at least two matters: its stated objective to kill, and its specific,
tech-related target set. In the 2014 interview, cell members explain:

Our immediate objectives are very clear: injure or kill scientists and re-
searchers (by the means of whatever violent act) who ensure the Tech-
noindustrial System continues its course. As we have declared on various
occasions, our concrete objective is not the destruction of the Technoindus-
trial system, it is the attack with all the necessary resources, lashing out
at this system which threatens to close off all paths to the reaching of our
Individual Freedom, putting into practice our defensive instinct
… ITS has from the beginning proposed the attack against the system as
the objective, striving to make these kinds of ideas spread around the globe
through extreme acts, in defense of Wild Nature, as we have done.

According to their own historical account, the group began experimenting in 2011
with “arson attacks on cars and construction machinery, companies and institutions
… until we decided to focus on terrorism and not sabotage”. From 2011–2014, ITS
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deployed at least 13 mail bombs, two mailed threats accompanied by bullets, and
assassinated Méndez Salinas, a biotechnologist with the Institute of Bio-Technology
at the National Autonomous University of Mexico. Salinas was shot in the head, and
according to ITS, killed by “the most violent cell of ITS in Morelos, being already
familiar with the purchase and use of firearms.”

Through their various communiqués and interviews, ITS has claimed responsibility
for a series of attacks, many of which were claimed under other monikers and later
linked to the ITS network. For example, in August 2014, ITS declared the formation
of Wild Reaction (RS):

After a little more than three years of criminal-terrorist activity, the group
… [ITS] … begins a new phase in this open war against the Technoindus-
trial System … we want to explain that during all of 2012 and 2013, various
groups of a terrorist and sabotage stripe were uniting themselves with the
group ITS, so that now, after a long silence and for purely strategic reasons,
we publicly claim [10 attacks from newly affiliated networks] … All of these
have now fused with the ITS groups in Morelos, Mexico City, Guanaju-
ato, Hidalgo, Coahuila and Veracruz … Due to this union, the extravagant
and little-practical pseudonym of “ “Individualists Tending toward the Wild’
(ITS) ceases to exist, and from now on the attacks against technology and
civilization will be signed with the new name of“Wild Reaction”(RS).

Prior to this announcement, in April 2014 a group calling itself Obsidian Point
Circle of Analysis (OPCAn) activated a new clandestine cell (which would later be
absorbed into RS) called Obsidian Point Circle of Attack (OPCA). The formation of
OPCAn was preceded by three commentaries on ITS and the authors “becoming tired
of simply writing.” In its opening declaration OPCA writes:

It has been some time since we started writing about some situations that had
arisen in Mexico concerning the terrorist group ITS; we published a total of three
analyses, in which we have publicly demonstrated our support of the group ITS, in
their actions as much as their position. Until now we have decided to solely be those
who comfortably spread and highlighted the group’s communiques and actions, but
that is over. The violent advance of the techno-industrial system, the degradation that
civilization leaves in its wake and the oblivion they are forcing us toward, ceasing to
be natural humans to the point of turning into humanoids: there must be a convincing
response.

We abandon words and analyses in order to begin with our war … We only seek
confrontation with the system, the sharpening of the conflict against it. From this
day we publicly put aside the word “analysis,” in order to become The Obsidian Point
Circle of Attack.

Thus, according to its own narrative, ITS inspired public commentary and critique
by OPCAn and, in September 2014, when ITS became RS, it was announced that RS
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included OPCA as well. In the first declaration by RS, the authors explain: “during this
year … two more terroristic groups have united with us who have put the development
of the Technoindustrial System in their sights … The ‘Obsidian Point Circle of Attack’
… [and] … The ‘Atlatl Group.’ ” Therefore, a complete history of ITS’s actions includes
both attacks claimed under their name, those claimed under the OPCA and RS, as well
as smaller groupings merged under the network’s banner. According to a chronology
assembled from the networks’ communications, the network has claimed at least 27
distinct actions including 22 IED attacks (mostly mail and package/parcel bombs),
three written threats, several arsons of property, one animal release, and one fatal
shooting.

In early 2016, the ITS moniker saw its first usage outside of the borders of Mexico.
In the second ITS communiqué of 2016, the “Uncivilized Southerners” cell “abandoned
a homemade explosive charge” on a bus in Santiago, Chile writing:

The Eco-Extremist tendency spreads … We are accomplices to its ideas
and acts, forming part of it. We are giving life to an international project
against civilization.
Because we are bullets to the head, mail-bombs, indiscriminate bombings
and incinerating fire, we are:
Individualists Tending Toward the Wild – Chile.

A few days later, in the fourth ITS communiqué of 2016, an ITS cell in Argentina
claimed responsibility for placing an IED in a Buenos Aires bus station. In the message
accompanying the bomb, the attackers wrote: “ITS is in Argentina”. The emergence of
new ITS cells appears to be an ongoing trend. Five days after the Argentina commu-
niqué was posted to a Spanish-language insurrectionary hub, the same site featured
a communiqué signed by five cells of ITS, three from Mexico, and one each from Ar-
gentina and Chile. The communiqué traces the origin and expansion of the ITS and
RS monikers and announces “a new phase of the war against all that represents and
sustains the advance of civilization and progress”.

In Mexico, ITS’s bombs have targeted civilian, seemingly ‘non-political’ scientists,
professors, technical experts, researchers, and technocrats and within a politic most
closely described as (Green) anarcho-primitivism. Famed “Unabomber” Theodore
Kaczynski popularized this framework in the 1980s during a 17-year (1978–1995)
bombing campaign involving 16 bombs, which killed three people and injured 23.
Following the publication of “Industrial Society and its Future” – popularly known
as the “Unabomber manifesto” and released five months after his final attack –
Kaczynski’s spirit has been carried forth by ITS and a few similar networks.

The group’s origins broadly
From the book The Ultimate Ted Kaczynski Research Document.
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ITS Mexico were originally part of the green & insurrectionary anarchist milieus
and likely grew up on earth first monkey-wrenching manuals from the 80s:1

The group draws its inspiration from anarcho-primitivism, an ”anti-
civilization anarchy” from which ITS is largely inspired. “I took the
theories of the ’Earth Liberation Front’ further, and gave them a different
tone,” explains Xale. ”I was interested in the issues facing the American
continent, in the indigenous cultures that opposed civilization,” assures the
Mexican member of ITS in the video.

With anarchism, the relationship at the moment is one of rupture, although
there is no dishonor in accepting that many eco-extremists and some mem-
bers of ITS come from anarchism, mostly from insurrectionist and eco-
anarchist tendencies. Although at the time there were some ties, today the
vast majority of anarchists hate us.

Referring to the groups history, Xale, a member of ITS Mexico wrote this:2

This chronology could well be added to that of Individualities Tending to
the Wild (2011-2013), or that of the anti civilization cells of the Earth
Liberation Front (2008-2012), but we decided to focus on RS, for now.

Searching through the over 300 sabotage actions that occurred in Mexico between
2018 & 2012, and the at least 10 with ELF in the title of the post, there do appear to
be a few attacks that fit ITS modus operandi and communiqués which fit their early
idiolect:3

Early this morning, September 21, our cell placed a bomb made of butane
gas at the gates of the headquarters of Nueva Escuela Tecnológica [New
School of Technology] in the municipality of Coacalco, Mexico State.
The authorities in that municipality had previously implemented security
systems that belong in the worst nightmares of Orwell.
Security cameras, artificial eyes guarding their damned social peace,
throughout the major avenues in Coacalco.
In the commercial area, the police presence is evident, state police and the
mediocre municipal police pass through the streets and on Lopez Portillo
Avenue.

1 Anonymous. A text dump on eco-extremism. The Ted K Archive, October 30, 2022. https://
www.thetedkarchive.com/library/a-text-dump-on-eco-extremism

2 Anonymous. A text dump on eco-extremism. The Ted K Archive, October 30, 2022. https://
www.thetedkarchive.com/library/a-text-dump-on-eco-extremism

3 Anonymous. A text dump on eco-extremism. The Ted K Archive, October 30, 2022. https://
www.thetedkarchive.com/library/a-text-dump-on-eco-extremism
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Guarding the centers of domination and domestication that are also pro-
tected by surveillance cameras and the idiot guardians of the imposed order.
Facing this situation of high surveillance, it seemed impossible to strike, but
rebellious creativity is greater than the highest degree of ’security’ that the
state implements.
The Coacalco commercial area had been previously visited by eco-anarchist
cells who conducted significant strikes right in front of the police, who were
flabbergasted by an arson, a butane explosion, graffiti and paint spilled in
anthropocentric business.
Our action was censured both by the directors of the Nueva Escuela Tec-
nológica and the Mexico State authorities. They hid the damage that we
caused and concealed the evidence of our presence at night. This is not
unusual; it happened after the ’celebrations’ of the ephemeral bicentennial
celebration which were held in ’total’ peace.
The Agencia de Seguridad Estatal [state security agency] as well as detec-
tives from the Mexico City police department are aware of our actions and
our presence; they know that we were there and that we detonated our
explosive charge as the lackeys on patrol passed by unable to stop us.
We chose to attack the NET because it represents the new era of these
centers of domestication called schools, where they learn things that are
useless for a free life, but necessary for a life of slavery and alienation. They
create beings that depend on technology in order to live in these concrete
nests called cities, but more closely resemble large prisons. They train mal-
leable minds to be used for entrepreneurship and to expand civilization
over wild nature. We will not permit this.
Once again we say: not with their cameras, nor their police officers, nor
with their investigators, nor their prisons, will they be able to stop us; we
once again skinned the rotten bastards, godammit!
This action is dedicated to the Chilean anarchist prisoners, captured after
the wave of repression in that country on August 14; we send much strength,
from mexico we remember them in every direct action.
We did not want to wait until the 24th to show our solidarity.
Support is not only for one day, it is in our everyday actions!
Direct solidarity for the eco prisoners Abraham López and Adrian Mag-
daleno, for the eco revolutionaries on hunger strike in Switzerland, for the
animal liberation prisoner Walter Bond in the U.S., and the vegan warriors
imprisoned in Italy!
Keep running Diego, you’re fucking awesome!
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Earth Liberation Front/Mexico
Upon reading translated Unabomber material they started along a road that began

with committing arsons aimed at sabotaging evil companies and ended with them
desiring to have the wider effect of terrorizing people through fear of injury or death
out of a simple hatred for humanity:

… in 2011 the (newly formed) ITS was testing various modus operandi
(from known and attempted arson attacks on cars and construction ma-
chinery, companies and institutions in Coahuila, Guanajuato, and Veracruz
State of Mexico, until we decided to focus on terrorism and not sabotage).

Here are old members of the FAI / CCF in Mexico acknowledging former collabo-
ration and ideological crossover:4

Exactly 5 years and seven months ago we signed a “joint statement” at the
request of a comrade for whom we feel great affection and respect. That
text was entitled “2nd Joint Statement of the Anarchist Insurrectional and
Eco-Anarchist Groups”. …
Back then, we let it be known publicly and energetically that:
“With these ITS partners, we can have theoretical differences and discuss
them (always arguing fraternally in a constant attempt to update ideas
and by building a unitary criticism attuned to the reality of the anarchist
struggle), but we have never disagreed with the methods used, understand-
ing anti-authoritarian violence and propaganda for the facts as they are :
valid practices consistent with our ethical principles.”
Although ITS were one of the few clusters with which we did not directly
coordinate when undertaking joint actions, we were in solidarity with them,
in the same way that some of the comrades that made up our affinity
groups obtained monetary resources for them to solve specific difficulties
when requested. That has been (and is) the basis of practical co-ordination
between the new anarchic insurrectionalism and eco-anarchism.

In their early communiques they would express solidarity with anarchist prisoners:5

Total support with the Anti-civilization prisoners in Mexico, with the
Chilean comrades and with the furious Italians and Swiss. …
One more time: Direct and total support with the anti-civilization prisoners
of Mexico, with those eco-anarchists of Switzerland, to the affinities in
Argentina, Spain, Italy, Chile and Russia.

4 Various Authors. ITS, or the rhetoric of decay. The Ted K Archive, August 3, 2017. https://
www.thetedkarchive.com/library/various-authors-its-or-the-rhetoric-of-decay

5 Anonymous. A text dump on eco-extremism. The Ted K Archive, October 30, 2022. https://
www.thetedkarchive.com/library/a-text-dump-on-eco-extremism
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Here is an answer members of ITS gave in a text interview in 2014 I think showing
they were part of a leftist mileu, in that they only later rejected leftist mass movement
building and so are not simply post-left-&-right:6

Individualists tending towards the wild formed at the beginning of 2011,
and was motivated by the reasoning acquired during a slow process of get-
ting to know, questioning, and the rejection of all that encompasses leftism
and the civilized, and accordingly, employing all the above, we deemed it
necessary to carry out the direct attack against the Technoindustrial Sys-
tem. We think that the struggle against this is not only a stance of wanting
to abandon Civilization, regressing to Nature, or in refuting the system’s
values, without also attacking it.

Finally, ITS also claimed that more ELF and Anarchist groups joined them later
when they briefly took on the name Wild Reaction:7

First of all, we want to explain that during all of 2012 and 2013, various
groups of a terrorist and sabotage stripe were uniting themselves with the
group ITS, so that now, after a long silence and for purely strategic reasons,
we publicly claim:
1) The “Informal Anti-civilization Group,” which on June 29, 2011, took
responsibility for the explosion that severely damaged a Santander bank in
the city of Tultitlan, Mexico.
2) “Uncivilized Autonomous,” who on October 16, 2011 set off a bomb
inside the ATMs of a Banamex, located between the cities of Tultitlan and
Coacalco in Mexico State.
4) “Wild Indomitables,” who on October 16, 2011 left a butane gas bomb
that did not detonate in a Santander bank in the Álvaro Obregón district
of Mexico City. The act was never claimed until now.
5) “Terrorist Cells for the Direct Attack – Anti-civilization Fraction,” which
in 2010 and 2011 left a fake bomb in front of the IFaB (Pharmacological
and Biopharmeceutical Research), and detonated an explosive outside the
building of the National Ecology Institute (INE), both in the Tlalpan dis-
trict of Mexico City.
6) “Luddites against the Domestication of Wild Nature,” who during 2009 to
2011 had taken part in various incendiary attacks in some cities in Mexico
State and various districts of Mexico City, claimed or unclaimed.

6 Anonymous. A text dump on eco-extremism. The Ted K Archive, October 30, 2022. https://
www.thetedkarchive.com/library/a-text-dump-on-eco-extremism

7 Anonymous. A text dump on eco-extremism. The Ted K Archive, October 30, 2022. https://
www.thetedkarchive.com/library/a-text-dump-on-eco-extremism
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8) “Earth Liberation Front – Bajío”, which on November 16, 2011 set off
an explosive charge creating damages within the ATM area of a branch
of the Federal Electricity Commission (CFE) in the city of Irapuato in
Guanajuato.
All of these have now fused with the ITS groups in Morelos, Mexico City,
Guanajuato, Hidalgo, Coahuila and Veracruz.
Due to this union, the extravagant and little-practical pseudonym of “Indi-
vidualists Tending toward the Wild” (ITS) ceases to exist, and from now
on the attacks against technology and civilization will be signed with the
new name of “Wild Reaction” (RS).

These were groups that other anarchists were relating to as anarchists also. As the
joint declaration of the insurrectional anarchist and eco-anarchist groups of Mexico
referred to earlier was signed by some of these groups who later merged with ITS or
had a very similar ideology:8

Luddites against the Domestication of Wild Nature (LDNS)
Earth Liberation Front (FLT)
Free, Dangerous, Savage and Incendiary Individuals for the Black
Plague(ILPSIPN)

On eco-extremism and anarchy
We really do not want to stand in firm defense of every soul that sets itself up as

an enemy against the state and every form of government (over man, animals and
nature). We believe that - and many anarchist and other prisoners agree with this -
not everyone can be friends and that it is not possible to develop a relationship with
everyone.

More specifically, we want to encourage discussion about direct action groups that
reject anarchy as a political goal and as a daily struggle. These are the so-called eco-
extremists who relentlessly shout ”death to anarchy”, rejecting their own origin and
formation, an idea that nourished them through a fraternal relationship with the urban
guerrilla fighters of today and the past, only to later move on to emphasize certain
aspects that have always been part of anarchist milieu and its struggle for the liberation
of man, our animal brothers and the earth.

8 Anonymous. Joint declaration of the insurrectional anarchist and eco-anarchist groups of Mexico.
The Ted K Archive, November 10, 2011. https://www.thetedkarchive.com/library/joint-declaration-of-
the-insurrectional-anarchist-and-eco-anarchist-groups-of-mexico
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Far from the constant tension that we who want and fight for a life of anarchy want
to maintain, a certain trend that is considered eco-extremist throws in the trash the
libertarian ideal that manifests itself through the insurgent struggle.

One small group, tied to a certain imaginary of ”symbolic” peoples and to musical/
alternative and university environments (they reject the university they still attend…
and study what they hate so much), hates the human animal and therefore sees the
enemy everywhere.

In that ”wild fog”, caused by their own smugness and messianism, they include
the last worker, the victim of this crappy exploitative system, among their enemies.
They talk about killing workers, farmers or any other person who, let’s be honest,
the discussion of our relatives over the years has not considered worthy interlocutors.
Although we are accomplices, the enemy is someone else, and that is quite clear to any
anarchist, libertarian, punk or nihilist. But for the eco-extremists, it is not so, in an
attempt to be avant-garde and even trendy.

That is why we call on individuals and coordinated affinities who are fighting today
to continue fighting for the liberation of all living beings and the earth, without losing
sight of the political aspect of our actions, and the real enemies and targets.

Seven years since the death of Mauricio Morales, we salute the group ”Manada de
Choque Anarquico Nihilista” for its sober and insurgent action during the protests of
May 1 and April 21, when they once again proved the success of coordination among
affinities. In order to be clear and refute the ”Maldicion Ecoextremista” page, which
tried to present these acts as an act of irresponsible urban guerrillas, in order to
appropriate libertarian activity!

We salute the fighters of the Paulino Scarfó Revolutionary Cell (FAI-FRI), who
wrote in their statement of responsibility for the attack on the Santander Bank in La
Cisterna: “ The attack has its ethics and is not indiscriminate; we have embraced the
arson attack and we no longer support the ideas that are trying to spread .”

Pack of Saboteurs Heriberto Salazar (FAI-FRI)

There’s Nothing Anarchist about Eco-Fascism
“When horror knocks at your door, it’s difficult to hide from. All that can
be done is to breathe, gather strength, and face it….I shared news of the
woman found in University City. From the first moment, I was angered and
protested the criminalization of the victim. The next morning I woke up
to the horror and pain that she was my relative.”
– Statement from the family of Lesvy Rivera to Mexican society

“[W]e take responsibility for the homicide of another human in University
City on May 3rd….Much has emerged about that damned thing leaning
lifeless on a payphone… ‘that she suffered from alcoholism, that she wasn’t
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a student, this and that.’ But what does it matter? She’s just another mass,
just another damned human who deserved death.”
– 29th Statement of Individualists Tending Toward the Wild (ITS)

Some things shouldn’t have to be said, but as is too often the case in this disaster
of a world, that which should be most obvious often gets subsumed to the exigencies
of politics, ideologies, money, emotion, or internet clicks. The purpose of this piece is
to condemn the recent acts of eco-extremists in Mexico and those who cheer them on
from abroad.

This critique does not aspire to alter the behavior of Individualists Tending To-
ward the Wild (ITS), Individualities Tending Toward the Wild (ITS), Wild Reaction
(RS), Indiscriminate Group Tending Toward the Wild (GITS), Eco-extremist Mafia,
or whatever they will change their name to tomorrow. Like any other deluded, so-
ciopathic tyrant, these individuals have declared themselves above reproach, critique,
reason, or accountability. They have appointed themselves judge, jury, and executioner;
the guardians and enforcers of Truth using a romanticized past to justify their actions.
As absolutist authoritarians, they have constructed a theoretical framework that, while
ever-shifting and inconsistent, somehow always ends with a justification for why they
get to hold a knife to the throats of all of humankind. In short, they think and act like
the State.

There was a discussion about ITS on an IGD podcast from last December. For
those unfamiliar, ITS and its spawn of affiliated acronyms publicly emerged in 2011 as
an anti-civilization grouping that blew things up and tried to kill people they didn’t
like, primarily university research scientists. In early statements, they spoke of favor-
ably of anarchism and revolution. Over the course of just a few years and various
groupings and splittings, they adopted a firm stance of rejection and reaction. They
disavowed anarchism, revolution, leftism, or anything related to the social or human.
They proudly adopted the mantle of eco-terrorism and proclaimed their disgust for the
likes of John Zerzan or Ted Kaczynski, who they previously praised.

Unsurprisingly, through their increasing isolation and reactivity, ITS has turned
into just plain murderers. (Or at least they’d like you to think so.) “The human being
deserves extinction” and “We position ourselves against the human being, without
caring about the use of civilization to carry out our acts” is now their creed. As such,
in the State of Mexico, ITS claims it went out hunting for loggers to kill, but not
finding any, they decided to ambush, shoot and murder a couple on a hike on April
30th, because, “We just want it to be clear that no human being will be safe in nature.”
They suggest humans should instead stay in the cities, but then claim responsibility for
the May 3rd femicide of Lesvy Rivera at the National Autonomous University of Mexico,
stating, “Not even in your damned cities will you be safe.” The ITS phenomenon, while
beginning in Mexico, has spread throughout much of Latin America, with groups
using the ITS name claiming responsibility for attacks – including attempts at the
mass murder of ordinary, working-class people – in multiple countries.
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Understanding what led to the creation and evolution of groups such as ITS is a topic
best addressed in a separate piece. As mentioned above and in the podcast, they find
their roots in the insurrectionary and anti-civilization streams of anarchism. Mexico in
particular has a vibrant clandestine, direct action insurrectionary movement. Mexico
is also where 99 percent of all “crimes” go unpunished, where narcos, police, military
and politicians either work hand in hand or kill one another and anyone else nearby
in the tens of thousands. They also team up against aboveground social movements
– repression being the only language the Mexican state speaks. It is not difficult to
understand, in a country being gutted by neoliberalism, where appeals to the state
are met with batons and bullets, where anarchists are already blowing things up, and
where everyone else with an agenda seems to be killing people and getting away with
it, why a group like ITS would emerge.

Yet at the same time in Mexico, aside from a few websites, ITS and its actions have
not been praised or embraced by anarchists or anyone else. This likely also contributes
to the escalating violence on ITS’s part – no one really pays attention to them except
to dismiss or condemn. At least one anarchist group has publicly stated its belief that
ITS is a state-run operation, designed to delegitimize the broader radical movement.

It seems more likely that ITS is a genuine group that believes what it says. Whether
it has actually done what it says is another matter. Some attacks have certainly oc-
curred, but a curiously large number of ITS attacks fail or go unmentioned anywhere
except in their statements. They claim this is due to the police and media conspiring to
not call attention to their acts. Yet the typical insurrectionary anarchist direct action
is almost always reported with precise information, photos showing the damage caused,
and can be verified in corporate media reports. How ITS is so much worse than other
direct action groups at carrying out direct actions is an unanswered question. That
ITS killed any of the three people they recently claimed to have killed is unlikely. The
statement shares no details of the killings and only includes a photo taken from Face-
book. Especially with regards to the femicide of Lesvy Rivera at UNAM, ITS is likely
seeking to get a free ride on the coattails of a tragedy that has generated considerable
action and coverage amongst the anarchists and radicals they hate so much yet whose
attention they so desperately seek.

So do we anarchists give it to them? Admittedly, even the existence of this piece
is a capitulation to their attention seeking. But worse are those that promote, even
implicitly, the actions of ITS. Sites such as Anarchist News, Free Radical Radio, Atassa,
and Little Black Cart. The “a retweet does not constitute endorsement” excuse doesn’t
fly here. As ITS says, “We’ve been warning you since the beginning.” And now they
are claiming to have killed three humans simply because they were human. Will ITS
fans continue to distribute the propaganda of a group that by its own admission is not
only not anarchist, but proudly terroristic, rejecting of all ethics, morals, or principles
of liberation? They solely exist to kill people. It should not have to be explained why
such a position does not merit support. Of a less pressing matter is the way in which
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ITS conceives of “nature” is itself a social and civilizational construct. Their (already
constantly shifting) ideological basis for murder falls apart under any real scrutiny.

Some defend the publications and discussions (or trolling, as it were) they engender
because while perhaps they don’t agree with killing people, the analysis ITS presents is
intellectually stimulating and worthy of consideration. If ITS did kill her, Lesvy Rivera
can surely appreciate that her brutal murder was found intellectually stimulating for
some. It is the peak of colonial, racist arrogance that those from the safety of their
U.S. or European homes feel comfortable debating the finer points of an ideology that
amounts to brown people killing other brown people. We eagerly await the publishing
on these sites of ISIS or al-Qaida communiques due to their intellectually stimulating
critiques of U.S. imperialism in the Middle East.

The only support ITS should be receiving from anarchists is encouragement that
they practice their dedication to human extinction on themselves. Just as the fascists
of ISIS are meeting a true anarchist response, the fascists of ITS should be called to
task, rather than coddled.

More non-news about the “Eco-Extremist Mafia”
Our last release [https://325.nostate.net/2018/09/15/who-is- [censored] -a-

paralegal-or-an-eco-extremist-mafia-usa] of information about the so-called “Eco-
Extremist Mafia” caused a commotion in the Church of ITS Mexico. Without giving
them the oxygen they require in their parasitic nature on the international anarchist
movement which they need to survive, we release a report and reply to the smears
and idiocy of their position.

Within 12 hours of the doxxing of [censored] being released, the so-called ITS
“Mafia”, who virtually live on the internet now, were so upset they had to describe
the age and dryness of my Vagina! And take responsibility for the “massacre” beating
of an anarcho-punk after a Zapatista rally last December! What is there left to say
either to or about these misogynist, misanthropic, psychopathic high priests of the ITS
death-cult?

Predictable smears from the post-truth ITS, who take responsibility for actions they
have not done, imitating a tactic of IS/Daesh, and now, calling us “cops” who appar-
ently emailed the UK police to inform them that the laughable ‘Archie the Robot’
“Archegonas” is responsible for the ‘Misanthropos Cacoguen’ ITS bomb that was in-
discriminately left in a busy street in Edinburgh, Scotland where young people hang
out and meet each other. Hilarious! And the basis for this? That a mainstream news-
paper reported that cops received the communique (which reads more like a psychotic
meltdown), from a Riseup.net mail server! It is more likely that the ‘Archegonas’ or
another member of the “Eco-Extremist Mafia” did such a stupid act just to cause shit
for Riseup, as they hate it so much, and now print lies against us as befits them. After
years of shit from this idiot ‘Archegonas’, is this all that he and ITS can achieve? No,
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their words and texts reveal it all, and we are fucking laughing at the Church of the
ITS Mexico and their choir-boys. That is the tactic of their silly smear, now repeated
by some delusional idiot in Brazil. If that is the extent of their logic, it is no wonder
that they have made the ideological and practical mistakes which have taken them
to the abyss of shit, taking responsibility for minor homicides and planting bombs in
public places with the sole intention of hurting as many people as possible. Eco-fascist
scum.

After almost ten years of threats, smears and attacks, we are fighting back with
some of the means we have, and we will continue to collect and publish information
about the Eco-Extremists; the same as we do with the fascists. This is a known anti-
fascist tactic proven to work, and we are not afraid of any reprisals. This tactic is
an open source method to alert true comrades to the location and identity of their
enemies: Our comrades who have been repeatedly smeared, threatened and harassed
by this cringing little ITS gang. It has nothing to do with the police, we don’t give a
fuck about the police, it is for us. Our comrades are using this tactic to great effect
in UK, Germany, Spain, Australia, Canada, United States, Greece, Italy, Netherlands
and everywhere that there are anarchists of action. Since ITS have always made it
clear that they intend to kill us, that they are not anarchists and their actions and
their ‘philosophy’ are not anarchic, we owe them nothing, nor do we owe their sheep-
like supporters in America or Europe anything. The Church of ITS is nothing more
than the murderous and mentally disturbed acting-out of any ordinary psychopath to
whom we equally owe no allegiance whatsoever. We are not sure why they think they
can demand any silence from us on the grounds of, what? Comradeship (or not even)?
Criminalism? Don’t make us laugh, the ‘code of the streets’? ‘Moralism’ from those
who don’t believe in anything? As one of our comrades in America wrote to us, “Funny
how the nihilists turn into politicians as soon as another side draws a line in the sand
and says enough is enough”.

The Church of ITS is an opportunistic authority of those that try to throw enough
shit until some of it sticks, the classic tactic of fascists and bosses – “repeat a lie enough
times and it becomes true”, propaganda at its best, written like the liars that they are.
In the typical way of ITS, they try to use the words of other anarchists against us, in this
case the CCF. We cannot and will not speak for our comrades of CCF, but in the quoted
section by this minor ITS Brazil loser, CCF are describing their relationship to those
they have worked with, not those who are already enemies and targets. Information
regarding targets is to be circulated, and ITS are now Eco-fascist targets, having always
eschewed any anarchist solidarity and comradeship. Maybe there was a time in the past
there was some confusion as to the destination of the Church of ITS Mexico and their
choir-boys, but now it is clear and has been for so long. Where are the original comrades
of ITS? Where has the intelligent and articulate writing concerning technology and the
direction of the techno-industrial-society gone? Disappeared in injuries, in arrests, not
made public? Disappeared into hatred, fear and terror? Reduced to the garbage of
blogs and social media? The international anarchist space is much more than this, and
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ITS needs conflict and division to feed their project, which has been given a platform
by some of the most irresponsible shit-stirring post-modernist gamers and book-nerds
in Europe and USA.

ITS and their sub-groups are simply vile, abusive performers in their own sick circus
of hate and homicide. If we have the ability to fuck with them and make things difficult
for them, even disrupt or attack them, then we will. Especially their “Eco-Extremist
theorists” like [censored] and co. If it is possible for us to arrange for dozens and
dozens of comrades to travel to Iraq and Syria to fight IS/Daesh, then we can send
a few comrades to Mexico and Brazil. We are not scared, come and try to attack
us, we will obliterate your wee dafties ‘Wildfire Cell’ and ‘Archegonas’. It’s not a
problem for us, they know that they have never even emailed us to arrange a meeting
in all this time. Same goes for the pathetically proud and thin-skinned ‘Maldicion Eco-
Extremista’, what a joke. We have been emailing you, why won’t you meet our people
in Mexico? Is it because your IP address is in Berkeley, San Francisco? The Church of
ITS are nothing but cowards playing games, using the anarchist space for their own
entertainment, just fucking scum who will get hurt and die soon.

[censored], ‘Abe Cabrera’. Now he has problems. Both himself and Guillory, his
partner ,‘removed’ from the website of their employer, and here we publish his address,
as a response to the smears of ITS. This is how your ‘indomitable’ translator and
“theorist” [censored] ended up. A coward, and his “comrades” all betrayed him in public
and left him for the dogs. That is the “Eco-Extremist Mafia”, the “theorists” who will go
“forward”. The deafening silence from the “eco-extremist theorists” is really revealing
after all the baiting, smears and threats taking place. And for each new provocation
of the Church of ITS we will add the fire to the flames for the Americans and those
we find in Europe. That each threat and attack will be answered.

[censored]
[censored]
[censored]
Telephone: [censored]

[censored]’s house is a $250,000 family home, not in the Latin American “Jungle”
nor the “Ghetto”, nor the “Favelas”. He’s just another poser and fake like the rest of
the “Eco-Extremist Mafia”. As part of our doxxing campaign, let’s look now at the
emails we received from [censored] via the Atassa email account as [censored] tried to
formulate an exit-scam and mitigate the impact we had on his life. These emails reveal
a lot about his character and state of mind, and that of an “Eco-Extremist theorist”…

–
From: Atassa

Date: Sunday, September 16, 2018, 4:21 am
Subject: You Win

While we only have a vague idea of who told you that paralegal guy is the master
mind behind all this, it’s evident that you care about this stuff more than we do. So
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you win. We’ve disappeared and you will never hear from us again. We wish you well
in your projects.

–
Yes, [censored] wishes us well. What a cowardly piece of shit. He immediately ceased

his Atassa project and took down every online evidence that Atassa existed, helped
by the pseudo-comrade Aragorn/LBC, who continues to distribute the Atassa book-
journal; hell, everything helps sales, right? [censored], who was translating the ITS
texts, helping ITS/MaldicionEE write texts, make threats and glorifying in the mur-
ders, buckled so quickly. He even sent this next email shortly after, just to beg us a
little more to save his miserable life, here it is.

–
From: Atassa

Date: Sunday, September 16, 2018, 5:12 am
Subject: You Win

Also, in exchange for taking down the supposed doxxing post against Mr. [censored],
we can offer a public retraction of the Atassa project which you can publish on your
site. You can assess whether that retraction is enough to end this whole business. We
are not entirely unsympathetic to your aims and regret any damage that our actions
have caused.

–
A retraction to “regret any damage that our actions have caused”. I had to re-

peat that, because it is just so beautiful. The Church of ITS Mexico who gave a
long pontification about my old ‘anarcho-cop’ Vagina, and who had so much faith
in [censored], and in his Catholic vivisectionist wife [https://325.nostate.net/2018/09/
16/ [censored] -wife-of-eco-extremist-mafia-is-a-vivisectionist-usa], and this is how he
repaid them. Beautiful. [censored] has no idea how much danger he is in, maybe now
he’s starting to understand. What did the so-called “comrades” of [censored] have to
say about it? Nothing. They dumped him. All of them.

–
From: Ramon Elani

Date: Wednesday, September 19, 7:10 am
Subject: Re: 7

Thank you for sending this to me. I no longer have dealings with this person or his
project.
for the wild
ramon

–
Thanks Ramon, for confirming [censored] was Abe Cabrera, you did the right thing

and it’s good to see that kind of solidarity “eco-extremist theorists” show each other.
–
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From: Ramon Elani
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 8:56 am
Subject: Re: Betrayal

yes, i’ve long since regretted my involvement. though i still feel that my essay was
misunderstood.
for the wild
ramon

–
Poor Ramon, he’s so misunderstood. As a co-editor of the ‘Black Seed’ garbage

journal distributed by Aragorn/LBC, which tries to mix green anarchism and eco-
extremism, and insert this toxic poison into the international anarchist ‘movement’,
you are not misunderstood. It was clear in the decision to print the text ‘To the World
Builders’ and it’s inclusion in the ‘The Anarchist Library’ what the position is you all
have taken. Post-modern crap theorising around rape culture and murder, fuck you
and die.

Elani is so “misunderstood” that the shit eco-academic-activist philosophy and cre-
ative writing project ‘Dark Mountain’, has published his new text, where he takes the
opportunity to fully renege; disavowing property destruction, sabotage and attacks. So
much for the “indomitable” Eco-Extremist theorists, what cowards.

–
From: Armenio Lewis

Date: Sunday, September 22, 2018, 1:46 pm
Subject: Atassa

I dont even know how to really word this so im gonna make this simple.
ALL participants and friendlies around the atassa project have reached out to me
hoping I can, for lack of a better term, alleviate any animosity over the atassaproject.
Abe went off the deep end. What started as theoretical exploration of violence with
no one except abe actually declaring and supporting ITS
Nobody wants beef, I’m just a middle man relaying this.
You can email back, call @ +150********, or completely ignore.
Fuck with abe all you want, he deserves it, but everyone else doesnt.

–
There it is; there is “ALL the participants and friendlies around the Atassa project”,

which we assume includes LBC/Aragorn totally throwing [censored] under the bus
just to save themselves any bother. They must seriously underestimate us to write
such ridiculous shit – Ah, just a “theoretical exploration of violence”. What a fucking
collection of cretins. So much for the claims of the Pope of ITS Mexico about their
“theorists”, these people couldn’t theorise themselves out of a paper bag.

“Eco-Extremism” is an opportunistic trend of parasitism, online fakes and sacred
beliefs, recycling on facebook, twitter and the “altervista” or “wordpress”. Although they
would like you to think that their groups are spreading, instead they are dwindling,
with a few people traveling between countries (or staying put in Mexico!) and believing
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in their sacred misanthropic mission. A mission which is expressed as hatred of women,
hatred of anarchy, and ‘humanity’.

What we did find out, was that a few months ago [censored] promoted on his summer
reading list on Atassa Facebook, the book “Iron Gates,” which is a fascist written and
published book that is set in a concentration camp. Part rape fantasy, part pro-Nazi
propaganda. It’s also one of the ‘go-to’ texts promoted by Atomwaffen Divison in the
USA, which is like the American version of National Action (Neo-Nazi group in UK).
A lot of comrades have pointed to a potential cross over between the Eco-Extremist
material and Satanic/Neo-Nazi crap like Atomwaffen who has killed about half a dozen
people in the US.

Yeah, so much for all these “theorists” and ITS “cells” that like to philosophise about
what is and what is not “fascism”, and how dare the ‘anarcho-cops’ call them fascists.

We specifically warn against this EE tendency because of the potential for cross-
overs with the nationalist-autonomous & nationalist-anarchist, neo-nazi and indigenous
pagan “white tribe” eco-fascists who target the dredge of the anarchist scene with their
irrationalist, green authoritarian and runic occult bullshit.

In the last text-threat from ITS Brazil, where they blame the Hambach Forest
defenders for the death of the comrade who fell from the trees, we find the jealousy,
the resentment, the bitterness of those who understand nothing about what it is that
we are fighting for. In all the texts from ITS these past years we find a gross lack of
understanding of what the anarchist ideas are and what anarchist methods are. Instead
we just find a perverse and fanatic pathology and a weakness, leading to their ongoing
blatant failures and authoritarian outcomes.

The “Eco-Extremist Curse” remains a joke, and for all the lies and smears that come
from their mouths, we will target those that come within our reach.

As one of our comrades remarked “keep on threatening me with the evil-eye, come
on…”

From my vast, old, soul eating Vagina…
L.
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A critique of his ideas & actions.

A text dump on the 325 Collective
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